THREE REASONS FOR YOU TO BECOME AN Aztec for Life

1. GIFT FOR YOU
   Receive a FREE $115 SDSU Bookstore Gift Card or Diploma Frame!
   *Gift card can be used to purchase your cap and gown

2. $125 OFF LIFETIME MEMBERSHIP
   $500 membership for only $375
   Payment plans begin at $125 down and $22/mo

3. $150 VOUCHER on Jostens class rings

Plus a lifetime of benefits!

Become an SDSU Alumni Lifetime Member today
SDSUALUMNI.ORG/2021
A MESSAGE FROM THE CHANCELLOR

Dear Class of 2021:

In this most extraordinary year, I offer my deep admiration, gratitude and sincere congratulations to a most extraordinary class of graduates.

As numerous forces upended our world, you held your dreams steadily in sight and persisted in your studies through challenges none of us could have imagined. Unlike any other CSU graduating class past or future, you have by necessity developed and demonstrated skills—far beyond your academic work—that will ensure your continued success: resilience, flexibility, resourcefulness, patience and tenacity. While so much and so many have been lost, your resolve has shone as a symbol of hope and optimism—and you should be proud.

On behalf of the entire California State University community, I am certainly proud to present you to the world as our newest class of CSU alumni, joining an impressive international network now nearly 4 million strong. Together, you will power the recovery of our state and nation, educate our next generation, fight for social justice, and create new and sustainable opportunities for health, security and prosperity for us all. I encourage you to stay connected to your campus and your peers, to look for opportunities to give back, and to support the future generations who will follow in your footsteps.

And as our many months of physical separation begin to come to a close, I hope you will hold in your hearts all of those who have supported you from afar. The faculty who broadened and deepened your understanding of the world. The counselors, advisors, librarians, tutors, coaches, facilities and support staff who created a nurturing environment of care and growth. Your family and friends, whose belief in you never wavered.

All of these people have been forever impressed by your spirit, determination and accomplishments. Please count me among them—and I know you will continue to make us proud.

Again, congratulations to the class of 2021!

Sincerely,

Joseph I. Castro
Chancellor
San Diego State University

122nd Commencement
Dear Graduate:

On behalf of the San Diego State University community, congratulations on your graduation!

I wish to acknowledge the dedication, resilience, and support of all those who helped you get here: your family members, friends, your SDSU faculty and staff—all of whom played an important role to support or mentor you during your degree. Just as important, the personal dedication, courage, and tenacity you have demonstrated this past year exemplify the critical skills California and the world needs to move us to a brighter future.

Your graduation marks not just a moment of celebration; it honors the years of learning and growth which precedes it. At the same time, our graduation ceremony is referred to as a commencement—the point at which something begins, not where it ends.

This month, in more ways than one, marks a new beginning for you. You are now a graduate. You are now formally recognized for your years of study and expertise in a field aligned with your career aspirations. You are also now part of San Diego State University’s proud alumni tradition as the Class of 2021. This is an exceptional family to join—a community of nearly 476,000 living alumni throughout the United States and abroad—known for leading and serving our region and our world. SDSU alumni create and grow businesses; serve communities as government officials, teach the next generation of leaders; make scientific discoveries; produce creative contributions to the arts; and advance innovations in countless fields.

Now, as our world faces important challenges, it is your turn to lead and serve. We are certain that the skills that helped you succeed at SDSU will give you the confidence to take on the opportunities that lie ahead.

As your list of accomplishments grows, we hope you will return often to your university, to your roots, to your home. There will be new generations of students looking to learn from you, as alumni. Know that we will always welcome you back. Your continued participation in the SDSU community is one of our future student’s most valuable assets.

Today, you graduate with our respect, our pride, and with formal recognition of your achievements and your untapped potential. We are grateful for the role you have played in the life of this very special university, and celebrate you with heartfelt affection.

With warm regards,

Adela de la Torre, Ph.D.
President
Dear College of Arts and Letters Graduates,

What an astonishing, challenging, and dynamic year this has been! And yet, here you are, about to emerge into the light as graduates of the College and SDSU. A hearty congratulations—and a hefty dose of respect—to you all.

You are leaving CAL with a degree in the social sciences and/or humanities, having obtained valuable critical thinking, writing, and problem-solving skills, as well as cultural, digital, and language capacities that will foster your success in a rapidly changing twenty-first century. Post-pandemic, the world will be different on many fronts, and you have gained important tools and expertise to help you navigate it.

I realize the road has not been easy. Many of you have likely stumbled along the way and faced more than your fair share of roadblocks, whether financial, emotional, or academic. But you have made it! You persevered during a time of great uncertainty and challenge, even fear. And you have done so while making sacrifices, enduring hardships, and with fortitude, humor, and sheer will. It is a good moment to reflect on those in your life who have supported you on this journey.

Class of 2021, we are proud of you. You are very special!

Monica J. Casper
Dean, SDSU College of Arts and Letters
OUTSTANDING GRADUATES AND MOST INFLUENTIAL FACULTY

COLLEGE OF ARTS & LETTERS OUTSTANDING STUDENT
Student: Jose Miguel Alvarado
Faculty: Dr. Kristiana Cullm

AFRICANA STUDIES
Student: Kennetta D. Maye
Faculty: Adisa A. Alkebulan

AMERICAN INDIAN STUDIES
Student: Miracle Mercedes Marie Smart
Faculty: Margaret Field

ANTHROPOLOGY
Student: Alexandria Miranda Vargas
Faculty: Savanna Schuermann

ASIAN STUDIES
Student: Rose Margarette Isip Granados
Faculty: Pierre Asselin

CHICANA & CHICANO STUDIES
Student: Vanessa Rae Barboza
Faculty: Michael Dominguez

CLASSICS
Student: Steven Carter Adcock
Faculty: Joseph Smith

COMPARATIVE INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Student: Joshua James Rice
Faculty: Octavio Garcia

COMPARATIVE LITERATURE
Student: Bilal Ahmed Mohamed
Faculty: Jessica Pressman

ECONOMICS
Student: Dominic Charles Grupalo
Faculty: Clark Lundberg

ENGLISH
Student: Jose Miguel Alvarado
Faculty: Edith Frampton

EUROPEAN STUDIES/FRENCH
Student: Diana Jiménez
Faculty: Holly Ransom Thomson

GEOGRAPHY
Student: Jessica Embury
Faculty: Atsushi Nara

HISTORY
Student: Sunny Kim Maxwell
Faculty: Pierre Asselin

HUMANITIES
Student: Roda Saoor
Faculty: Michael Caldwell

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
Student: Ambra Baron
Faculty: Elena Salsitz

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY & CONFLICT RESOLUTION
Student: Ashley McMichael
Faculty: Allen Greb

JAPANESE
Student: Martin Martinez
Faculty: Ryu Kitajima

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES
Student: Jasmin Flores
Faculty: David Carruthers

LGBTQ+ STUDIES
Student: Dan Grayson Cordero
Faculty: Dae Elliott

LINGUISTICS
Student: Thena Livingstone
Faculty: Eniko Csomay

PHILOSOPHY
Student: Yazarely Claudia Gonzalez
Faculty: Robert Francescotti

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Student: Jacob Wright
Faculty: Kim Twist

SOCIAL SCIENCE
Student: Rosalina Castro-Frias
Faculty: Zamira Abman

SOCIOLOGY
Student: Alana Nicole Kihanani Godoy
Faculty: Michael McCall

SPANISH
Student: John Lowell Sachs Jr.
Faculty: Jose Mario Martin Flores

STUDY OF RELIGION
Student: Haley Elizabeth Freeth
Faculty: Rebecca Bartel

SUSTAINABILITY
Student: Sarah Enterline
Faculty: Jung Min Choi

URBAN STUDIES
Student: Madison Wills
Faculty: Kate Swanson

WOMEN'S STUDIES
Student: Estefany Escobedo Solis
Faculty: Irene Lara
COLLEGE OF ARTS & LETTERS

Doctoral Degree

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN GEOGRAPHY
Jasmine Andreea Arpagian
Andrew Loesch
Nana Luo

Master of Public Administration and Master of Arts in Latin American Studies
Paola Diaz De Regules
Valeria Ramirez
Juliana Sarahi Vega

Master of Public Health and Master of Arts in Latin American Studies
Alexandra Nicole Fox
Martin Eduardo Ibarra
Meghan L. Johnson
Alana Marie Rodriguez
Sophia Stephanie Rodriguez
Jennifer Lynn Schneider
Amelia Delicia Torres

Master of Arts

ANTHROPOLOGY
Brittany Siobhan Edimarie Colter-Graham
Yesenia Garcia
Roxanne Marsillo
Daniel Jason Peralta
Roberto Carlos Vega

CHICANA AND CHICANO STUDIES
Francisco Emil Garcia
ECONOMICS
Leticia Alonso Nunez
Colin Michael Anderson
Don Isaac Baumann
Satya Rajesh Bhambhani
Sergio Cisneros
James Curry
Bronte A. D’Acquisto
Elizabeth Dauto
Sabastian Johnson
Briana Deanne Madrigal
Alicia Marie Marquez
Cameron Ryan Milani
Melinda Mueller
Jonathan David Mulvany
Toan Canh Pham
Ryan Thomas Rodriguez
Alexander James Vornsand
Deyang Zou

ENGLISH
Tikva Anne Cohen
Jeffery Ebalida Duarte
Loutfi Imad Elias
Alexander David Farugia
Jordan Armando Garza
Christopher Howard Gorrie
Bree A. Hawkins
Andres Daniel Hernandez
Reem Jamal Jajo
Jacob Allen Johnson
Miranda Munoz
Ashley Thien An Nguyen
Gayana Parsegova
Melissa Rodriguez
Christina M. Simmons
Sofia Isabel St. John
Lindsay Stewart
Kiedra Taylor
Alma Angelica Valencia-Escobar
Kaitlyn Fay Vogel

FRENCH
Danielle Christina Cervantes

GEOGRAPHY
Joseph Cole Agenbroad
Gabriela Arlantico Morales
Jeanne Marie Patton

HISTORY
Kristopher Michael Alejo
Cody Joseph Billock
Taylor Madalena Burke
Timothy Robert Burnette
Alexandra Joy Carson
Ariana Chavez
Janie Rose Collins
Jade Sophia Honora Connolly-Cepurac
Albert Holguin Contreras Jr.
Michael Cox
Paige Elizabeth Ferguson
Hannah Suzanne Friesen
Leah Jane Gregory
Danilo James Guasticci
Matthew Steven Kitchens
Johnny David Larson
Sarah Frances Lengua
Michelle Lira
Sebastian Manuel Loza Peralta
Patrick Daniel McColgan
Joshua David Melendez
Eduardo Alberto Munoz
Hannah Elizabeth Norton
Cassandra Onstad
Zoraida Juri Payne
Eugene Wright Phillips
Christina Marie Rhein
Kayla Marie Robinson
Ricardo Lorenzo Scheller
Amanda Marie Schumaker
Berencie Tepozano
Jon Clyde Thorp
Katie Lynn Waltman
Christine Wong
Timothy Ryan Woolston

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES
Elybeth Sofia Alcantar
Christina Marie Orlovsky
Hannah Sandoval
LIBERAL ARTS
Leena Abdulnasser Ali
Christopher Jesse Alvarado
Leesa Helene Brockman
Daniel K. Dawson
Daniel Farr
Ivan Fernandez
Gabriel Garcia
Nolan Givan
Deaglan Steele Halloran
Jacob Anthony Jimenez
David Paul Ornelas Jr.
Wesley Robert Ortiz Palau
Lora Sherice Paz
Brett Joseph Seeburger
Melissa Rose Sobczak

LINGUISTICS
Anahy Barragan
Ariel Dawn Blaser
Samantha Alison Borum
Abbigail Lynette Brantch
Mitchell Jeremiah Celaya IV
Suzanne Centeno
Joseph John Greco III
Maira Hays
Bruna Harumi Ito Batista
Nicole Chien Johnson
Blake Preston Kern
Garrett Michael Lowery
Benjamin David McCormick
David Ali Motlagh
Allen John Ross
Sarah Shenandoah Savage
Naomi Ann Smullen
Michael Wesley Stephens
Shane Patrick Taylor

PHILOSOPHY
Tia Mohammad Abu Sham
Jennifer Alvarado
Austin Glenn Cosler
Karen Lorraine Cowan
Julien Rose Farinas
Nicholas Robert Ford
Rutger Jackson Hadge
Tiffany Elizabeth Harrington
Michael K. Lin
Gabrielle Marie Penaranda
Anjalie Tandon
Tawny Marie Whaley

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Edith Camargo-Renteria
Nicholas Prince Gallagher
David Alexander Jackson
Lori Elizabeth Jones
Madison Maren Kausen
Valentina Maia De Araujo Lima
Joel Scot Mitchell
Mauro Abel Ordiano Jr.
Samuel Cyrus Ramtin
Ryan Quentin Reynolds
Aryana Safaei
Courtney Leigh White

RHETORIC AND WRITING STUDIES
Ryan Garrett Barela
Joseph J. Bush
Katherine Barrett Coyle
Lorise Ann Diamond
Alicia Leon
Mersedeh Mehrtash
Noveed Leon Safipour
Carl Cristobal Silva
Kevin Douglas Smead
Sarah Elisa Tanori
Anthony Joseph Toledo
### SOCIOLGY
Kariar Tarek Al-Naiem  
Emily Richelle Barnes  
Gustavo A. Barraza  
Kaylee Michele Fisher  
Brooke Amber Fousek  
Alyssa Loni Hernandez  
Reza Naderi  
Tabatha Anne Page  
Imani Patterson  
Lauren Cynthia Pon

### SPANISH
Denise Anguiano  
Elizbeth Barboza  
Mayra Dinorah Bedolla  
Sarah Ellen Henderson  
Ilse Daniela Ibarra  
Hawley Renee Laterza  
Fernanda Leon  
Yadhira Velez Luera  
Claudia Luque  
Eduardo Marian Jr.  
Karen Denise Marroquin  
Isis Adriana Martinez  
Maria Guadalupe Nunez Marquez  
Bernadette Eileen Ramirez  
Evelyn Diana Sanchez  
Alma Lorena Verduzco

### WOMEN'S STUDIES
Amanda Brown  
Anna Nicole Buckley  
Alexandra-Grissell Hermosillo Gomez  
Rashanna Lee  
Rogelia Yaritz Mata Villegas  
Barbara Christine Perez  
Kelsey Marie Rosendale  
Temperance Russell  
Emily Sapp  
Kirsten Asako Yonan  
Yazan Zahzah

### Master of Fine Arts
CREATIVE WRITING
Rafael Luisjuan Baron  
Elena Nicole Capelson  
Alecia Sarah Cook  
Ryn Christopher Corbeil  
Keith Eugene Enterante  
Stacey Christine Johnson  
Laura Renee Mazzenga  
Angela Veronica Pankosky  
Matthew Elias Penner  
Andrew Allen Powers  
Sara Schulke  
Brett Alan Warnke

### Master of Science
BIG DATA ANALYTICS
Ashok Anand Bommenahally  
Vaishnavi Bihare  
Sergio Flores Gonzalez Jr.  
Snehal Niranjan Ilawe  
Elisabeth Jones  
Jungu Li  
Viraf Khushrow Machhi  
Dhaha Sharif Nur  
Krati Patidar  
Connor Ben Vaughs  
Harrison T. Yang  
Karenina Nicoli Hortaleza Zaballa

### GEOGRAPHY
Ryoko Araki  
Eduardo Cordova  
Benjamin Zachary Downing  
Liana Heberer  
Melanie Melendres Lopez  
Ye Mu  
Sarah Ann Roberts  
Timothy Michael Schempp  
Keaton Shennan  
Thomas Mario Smith  
Noah Young
Academic Honors

**Summa Cum Laude**
The distinction of summa cum laude is awarded to undergraduate students with an average of at least 3.8 on a 4.0 scale. This is equivalent to an A average.

**Magna Cum Laude**
The distinction of magna cum laude is awarded to undergraduate students with an average of at least 3.65 on a 4.0 scale. This is equivalent to an A- average.

**Cum Laude**
The distinction of cum laude is awarded to undergraduate students with an average of at least 3.5 on a 4.0 scale. This is equivalent to a B+ average.

Bachelor of Arts, Applied Arts and Sciences

**ENGLISH**

Jose Miguel Alvarado  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Jack Ryan Bardin

Ursula Bravo-Rossainz Baez

David Rodney Brown

Katelyn Colleen Cummings

Kacee Nicole Fay  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Charles Robert Forster

Soña Isabel Garcia

Morgan Gilbertson

Sarah Goergens  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Jasmine Bassam Jeries  
*Cum Laude*

Amalia Tita King  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Kasandra Lynet Martinez-Topete  
*Cum Laude*

Maricris Salvador Mateo  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Jordan Casey Mayfield

Sylvia J. Nelson

Estefano Ramirez  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Cassidy Renner

Ryan Andrew Siebern

Louise Anne Berdonado Sy  
*Cum Laude*

Estefany Valencia

Joshua Xavier Zepeda

**GEOGRAPHY, GENERAL GEOGRAPHY**

Keith Sean Bartholomew

Marlon Andre Benjamin

Jillian Blomberg

Daniel John Clauser

Jake Hamilton Davis

Nicholas Ryan Hyatt

Michael John Larsen

Grace Martin

Brian Kent Mershon Jr.

Justin Anthony Necaise

Arianna Victoria Pina Hernandez

**Bachelor of Arts, Liberal Arts and Sciences**

**AFRICANA STUDIES**

Mary Louise Jones

Hiram King Jr.

Kenetta D. Maye  
*Cum Laude*

Tamiel McKee-Bey  
*Cum Laude*

Souha Ibrahim Omar

Sharifa Aweis Osman

Jhamir Ransom

**AMERICAN INDIAN STUDIES**

Paulette Iniguez

Alexandra Moncayo

Ariana Alina Santana

Miracle Mercedes Marie Smart  
*Cum Laude*

**ANTHROPOLOGY**

Skye Alexandra Adoor

Merali Aguilar

Brian Kinohi Ahkoi

Kevin Scott Anderson

Tyler Austin Averill

Francesca Leah Lianzon Beaird

Jeffrey Brian Boone

Diana Casillas

Amanda Castro

Samantha Vianey Chaidez

Zachery Judson Clow  
*Cum Laude*

Tristyn Lee Coffeen
Joceline Corrales
Alexandria Marie De Mars
Virginia Natasha Dee
Britney Domine
Evan Avery Echelberger
Brenna Cynthia Evans-Bendel
  *Summa Cum Laude*
Dylan Feit
Jonathan Alberto Fernandez
Ashley Nicholle Finnell
Alyssa Belle Gahagan
Seyshion X. Garcia
Samuel Thomas Gerstein
Eileen Claire Gisler
  *Cum Laude*
Alana Nicole Kikanani Godoy
  *Summa Cum Laude*
Yazarely Claudia Gonzalez
  *Summa Cum Laude*
Priscilla Yvette Hernandez
Dianna Christine Laver
Lisa Emma Lee
Jessika Dawn Leverich
Veronica Meyli Lopez Mora
Tori Maria Manzano
Bailey McArthur
Sophie Louisa McCormack
  *Cum Laude*
Monique Armada Morales
Dawn Nguyen
  *Magna Cum Laude*
Jennifer Nguyen
Carolina Ocaná
Sakura Ono
  *Magna Cum Laude*
Madison Suzanne Oxandaboure
  *Summa Cum Laude*
Justin Weekes Plowden
Xena Marie Ramirez-Blantz
Hilda Graciela Ramos Villasenor
Alysa Noelle Ransom
Estephanie Rascon Flores
Jace Rivera
Emma Kellys Sommers
Rashida W Stewart
Wesley Kimball Stratton
Violet Summers
Melissa Estela Surposa
Laurie Mhae L. Turla

Alexandria Miranda Vargas
  *Summa Cum Laude*
Jessica Ivannya Victorio
Abigale Jane Benson Wiley
Sophia Marie Young

**ASIAN STUDIES**

Christopher Michael Burch
Ronald Allan Alfaro Ferrer
Rose Margarette Isip Granados
  *Cum Laude*
Christina Q. Liu
Maxine Rafanan Reyna

**CHICANA AND CHICANO STUDIES**

Darla Brigeth Alvarez
Vanessa Rae Barboza
  *Magna Cum Laude*
Stephanie Beltran
Jonathan Alberto Fernandez
Ana Victoria Hernandez
Ana Paola Miguel
Jasmine Perez
Rebecca Patricia Perez

**CLASSICS, CLASSICAL HUMANITIES**

Steven Adcock
  *Summa Cum Laude*
Finley Rafael Cazzorla
  *Magna Cum Laude*

**CLASSICS, CLASSICAL LANGUAGE**

Alessandro Eduardo Seide
  *Summa Cum Laude*

**COMPARATIVE INTERNATIONAL STUDIES**

Stephanie Gumabao Boice
Darek Niket Pillor Dabadghav
Gabriela Teresa Gokey
Cecily Shi Yi Ma
Flavio Douglass Matafora-Adams
  *Cum Laude*
Alejandra Perez Bustos
Joshua James Rice
  *Summa Cum Laude*
Daniela Rodriguez
Megan Sheeley
COMPARATIVE LITERATURE

Asia Jenee Fuller
Penelope Claire Harris
Shriya Savitri Kelly
Dineo Maine
  Summa Cum Laude
Bilal Ahmed Mohamed
  Cum Laude
Arya Talebnia Hir

ECONOMICS

Hasan Nizar Abdul Jawad
Xinyu Ai
Elyas Akbarpour
Prominence Chibuikem
  Akubuo-Onwuemeka
Sultan Abdallah Mohammed Al Jabri
Rebecca Annie Alvarez Garcia
Rodolfo Antonio Angulo
Carlos Eduardo Archila Calderon
Diego Arias Lopez
Robert Michael Arredondo
Javier Elias Arreola
  Cum Laude
Yonca Ashkar
Christopher Wallace Baby
Jayleen Ballesteros
  Magna Cum Laude
Jonathan Garcia Baquiran
Vanessa Rae Barboza
  Magna Cum Laude
Delaney Jenae Barnes
Anthony Donald Berger
Brylle Urrea Biscocho
Alejandro Michael Blea
Nicholas Stefan Boltz
Karlo Miguel Santos Braceros
Gianna Elizabeth Brewer
Zachary Marshall Brown
Alexander William Bruce
Dillon Joseph Brumfield
Regina Remo Bueno
Steven Bui
Bruno Calderon Hernandez
Cynthia Lizeth Cardona
George Vincent Aguillon Carpio
Brielle Cierra Suzanne Cartier
Vikas Chauhan
Mengge Chen
Yunwei Chen
Victoria Ashley Childers-Lopez
Cole G. Chodorow
  Magna Cum Laude
Vedant Choubey
Matthew James Colbert
Marq Andrew Corona
Joseph Giordano Corrao
Corey Cortes
Macallan Denys Dalphy
Noah Daniels
Adam Khalil Debes
Ella Mari Martinez De Laza
Carlos Armando Del Bosque Perez
Rene Delgado
Luke Joseph Denney
  Cum Laude
Joel Sabal Diaz
  Summa Cum Laude
Austin Joaquim Dinis
Philip Huan Do
Jake Michael Dressler
William Wyatt Dunn
Dianna Alexandra Duran
McKenzie Jeffrey Elliott
Jungbae Treat Eriel
  Cum Laude
Samuel Tyler Estrada
Lora Falekos
Jiyuan Fan
Ana Gabrielle Galindo
Andre Francisco Gamboa Wilson
Minghao Gao
Michael Christian Garcia
Reuben Garcia
Zack Cary Gardner
Shawnee Lorraine Gbur
Kassidy Jeanne Geringer
Joseph Richard Glenn
Corey Reese Goldenstein
Dominic Charles Grupalo
  Summa Cum Laude
Matthew Gryga
Duncan Pearson Halsey
Nicolas Haamlin
  Magna Cum Laude
Xiao Han
  Cum Laude
Mia Raine Harris  
Daniella Nohemi Herrera  
Shane Michael Higgins  
Adin Allen Hixon  
Cum Laude  
Anh Thi Tram Hoang  
Ryan Patrick Hoover  
Hanjun Huang  
Cum Laude  
Jiangnan Huang  
Yikai Huang  
Summa Cum Laude  
Justin Lee Huether  
Michael Thomas Ingram  
Anna Ivanyan  
Summa Cum Laude  
Michael Robert Jarvis  
Kaisa Hathaway Jensen  
Rongbin Ji  
Alec David Johnson  
Kira Lee Jordan  
Rongqi Ju  
Kristiana Elizabeth Keene  
Elizabeth C. Kelley  
Adrian Kim  
Annie Claire Klopstock  
Cum Laude  
Juan Daniel Lara  
Myungkyu Michael Lee  
Cum Laude  
Chenxin Li  
Xinying Li  
Yang Li  
Zhenbo Li  
Yisang Lin  
Jari Lindholm  
Elina Anna Linner  
Qian Liu  
Xiran Liu  
Yiman Liu  
Abdi Alberto Lopez  
Brianna Lopez  
Darryn Christopher Loyola  
Edward Rivers Mann  
Sashidhar Reddy Marri  
Roddy Terence Marshall  
Grayson Mitchell Jones Martin  
Jacob Eli Martin  
Bryan Eric Martinez  
Francisco Manuel Martinez Felix  
Nicholas John Matovsky  
Cum Laude  
William Mbomeda  
Derrick McCovy Jr.  
Scott Harrison McGraw  
Jie Mei  
Noah James Merson  
Cum Laude  
Nicholas Andrew Montoya  
Austin Cody Nathan  
Christine Quynh Nguyen  
Zeynep Odabasi  
Jose Antonio Ortiz  
Uriel Osuna  
Alec Joseph Packer  
Zian Pan  
Braydon Luke Parker  
Vinnie Sanmukh Patel  
Hannah Elizabeth Payne  
Nian Peng  
Gisselle Patricia Perez  
Ragied Daud Petros  
Leon Eric Pham  
Pierre Platet  
Brayden Samuel Plush  
Grant Rodney Potratz  
Summa Cum Laude  
Kian Quinlan  
Tsiresy Andrianina Rakotomanga  
Giovanny Ramos  
Dillon Thomas Reis  
Eduardo Reyes  
Mark Jeffrey Richards  
Shawn Alexander Ries  
Mason Alexander Rivera  
Michael Rodriguez  
Matthew Ryan Rojas  
Alyssa Yesenia Rolon  
Alvaro Joaquin Romero  
Cristobal Rosales  
Andres Rovira  
Yuan Ru  
Alexander Daniel Sacio  
Cheger Saleh  
Monica Saludes  
Yvette Sanchez
Michael Jay Reyes Santos
Jarrett Wolfgang Schmidt
Jack Henry Schoubye
Sean P. Sehlhorst
Shuai Shi
Christos Siamantas
Michel Nader Sindaha
Joseph Michael Sisk
Cum Laude
Jacob Joseph Smith
Cum Laude
Kyree Marshaun Smith
Hanqi Song
Miguel Benjamin Souza
Zane Christopher Spielman
Kshitij Srivastava
Beatrix Stark
Cum Laude
Cyrus Anders Stenstedt
Charles Phillip Stokes IV
Cum Laude
Joshua Tyler Summers
Hao Sun
Andres Tapia
Cum Laude
Du Teng
Bobbie Isabelle Cabral Torres
Richard Truong
Alan Valle
Brandon Daniel Vinton
Devon Lee Wallace
Gage Martin Webb
Brooke Magnolia Wellman
Daniel Arthur Wilcox
Daniel Jefferson Williams
Ryder Colton Wise
Shelby Elise Woodall
Tanner Emory Wright
Cuilin Wu
Jiaxu Xiao
Yun Xing
Zhenglin Xu
Pengrui Yang
Shuhan Yang
Ana Carola Ybarra Decina
Yinwei Ye
Tengfeng Yin
Dakota Isaiah Young
Quan Yuan
Hiram Eduardo Zarate
Matthew George Zavaro
Summa Cum Laude
Hongwei Zhai
Rundong Zhai
Guanqun Zhang
Xiaobo Zhang
Yihan Zhou
Zan Zhou

ECONOMICS, INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS

Cody Patrick DeBruyn
Christian Madsen Estay
Justyna Anna Kolataj
David Legarreta
Tyler Ryan Lieberman
Sofia Paipilla
Paolo Signoretti
Cooper E. Smiley
Cum Laude
Jingyu Sun
Kees Anton Van Daelen

ECONOMICS, PUBLIC POLICY

Gregory Patrick Carlos
Annika Nicole DeGenna
Magna Cum Laude
Erin Clair Lally
Cum Laude
Isaac Aaron Ochoa
Cum Laude
Jacob Thomas Stephen
Shatha Taha Abdulrazak  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Samara Patricia Agreda  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Zahara Almosawi  
*Cum Laude*

Jorge Garcia Arriaga  

Kassandra Gomez Aviles  

Joanis Marie H. Baino  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Natalie Joy Balen  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Jessamine Skye Barham  

Angela Beibi  

Valerie Beloso  

Hannah Rose Berman-Schneider  
*Cum Laude*

Fatouma Mohamoud Bileh  

Rhiannon Elizabeth Bill  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Emily Morgan Brennan  

Aaron Nathanael Brown  

Abdiwali Ali Buul  

Alyssa M. Buzby  

Jade Jacob Carpenter  

Rosa Casillas  

Kaylianne Christine Chaffee  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Matthew Ariel Chang  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Nubia Elizabeth Chavez  

Sarah Katelyn Chavez  
*Cum Laude*

Maerielle Kate Nuginid Childers  

Maria Pascal Cortes  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Clarissa Cota  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Kevin Joseph Cotant  

Brianna Damon  

Paige Sierra Eagle  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Megan Michele Feehley  

Cynthia Alinna Flores  

Kendall Leigh Freeman  

Arabella Andrea Gastelum  

Roman Eduardo Godinez  

Viandy Qalssy Gonzalez  

Kaylie Nicole Gunderson  

Justin Ryan Haenisch  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Caroline Cornil Hendricks  

Lauren Olivia Holmes  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Serina Monique Item  

Jay R. Jacobs  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Jesse Angelina Jewell  
*Cum Laude*

Mariana Gimena Lopez  

Elena Lucas de la Cruz  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Leah Marie Maderazo  
*Cum Laude*

Sophia Martin-Carloz  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Victoria Lopez Martinez  

Sophia Iona Grace Martorana  

Allison Penelope McBee  
*Cum Laude*

Carolina Mejia  

Jose De Jesus Melgar  
*Cum Laude*

Madison Casey-Li Meredith  
*Cum Laude*

Megan Emily Mueller  

Danielle Shereen Nouriazed  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Kira Elizabeth Nunez  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Brooke Eleanor Ochoa  
*Magna Cum Laude*

David Alejandro Olea  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Johann Derek Fajilan Oribello  

Joseph Dylon Ortega  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Leslie Michelle Pacheco  

Alexandra Alyssa Palomera  
*Cum Laude*

Jorge Parra  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Thomas Anthony Preziosi  

Alejandro Noe Reyes  

Matthew H. Rhodes  

Lauren Sumi Sato  

Bree Taylor Smerdon  
*Cum Laude*

Janine Marie Sotelo  

Jessica Jacqueline Swinney  

Karla Elena Tamayo Arteaga
Ashley Ann Tejada
Reggennie K. Toor
Ricardo Tostado
Madeline Marie Travers
Summa Cum Laude
Anastasia Vontzou
Katelyn Marie Wallace
Reginald Ware
Jourdan Elyssee Wells

EUROPEAN STUDIES
Pablo Mendoza

FRENCH
Marisa Ann Ailey
Aliyah Aisha Barnes
Magna Cum Laude
Rhiannon Elizabeth Bill
Magna Cum Laude
Diana Estefania Guzman-Monterrubio
Alexis Herrera
Diana Veronica Jimenez
Summa Cum Laude
Catherine Bahaareh Makeh-Vandian
Erika Kaitlyn Wiese
Magna Cum Laude

GEOGRAPHY, HUMAN GEOGRAPHY AND GLOBAL STUDIES
Ericson Landingin Espino
Giancarlo Matthew Gilbert-Igelsrud
Summa Cum Laude
Nicolas Heinz Vadun-Lemp
Magna Cum Laude

GERMAN
Yanping Lu
Cum Laude
Amanda Lisbeth Marks
Paolo Eleuterio Ramos

HISTORY
Victoria Sierra Albee
Miguel Alejandro Ascencio
Jin Bae
Elliot Thomas Bishop
Esteban Baez Castro
Finley Rafael Cazzorla
Magna Cum Laude
Arturo Ocampo Cervantes
Samantha Chong-Hernandez
Jolenne Cisneros
Angel Pacheco Collins
Evan Marc Conway
Magna Cum Laude
Angelica Lenore Cook
Summa Cum Laude
Alejandro Cota
Magna Cum Laude
Alyssa N. Cummings
Jenny Katharine Curran
Sara Elizabeth Cuttrell
Cum Laude
Kayla Daniels
Armando Gerardo Diaz
Cum Laude
Sara Marwan Fakhoury
Cum Laude
Nathan McCarthy Fogerson
Magna Cum Laude
Alexander Lee Gibson
Nyssa Jo Gill
Cum Laude
Raymond Remigio Gison
Krisynthia Chree Gomez
Cristian Gonzalez-Mejia
Diego William Grizzle

GEOGRAPHY, ENVIRONMENT AND SOCIETY
Gabriela Quevedo
Magna Cum Laude
Jessica Kanha Tean

GEOGRAPHY, ENVIRONMENT, SUSTAINABILITY, AND POLICY
Samantha Bohl
Magna Cum Laude
Devon Michelle Rossi
Summa Cum Laude
Maxim Ninel Zubkis

GEOGRAPHY, GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Shanshan Huang
Mark Richard Kitten
Daniel James Lorentz
Magna Cum Laude
Dustin Robert Smith
Magna Cum Laude
Aldher Ricardo Heredia  
Spencer Branham Jacobs  
Cum Laude
Mario Jacquez Jr.  
Timahje Nijeal Keesee  
Daniel Erin Kenney  
Magna Cum Laude
Benjamin Basil Kamis  
Amber Kubasak  
Summa Cum Laude
Jana Shirin Kusy  
Summa Cum Laude
Isabelle Faye Kwok  
Cum Laude
Gregory Jordan Landeros  
Shania Janell Lawson  
Peyton James Lindsay  
Michael Angel Llanos  
Leonard Matthew Milan Lomotan  
Allison Jackie Marez  
Sunny Kim Maxwell  
Summa Cum Laude
Elias Antonio Mendez  
Matthew Ryan Michalek  
Summa Cum Laude
Mikhail Mineev  
Colin Zachary Olson  
Danielle Elizabeth Pacheco  
Jonathan Jay Patterson  
Allison Sophia Ramirez  
Summa Cum Laude
Joshua David Rinder  
Cum Laude
Samantha Adriana Rivera  
Sara Alicia Romero  
Summa Cum Laude
Mathias Alois Sabou  
Kyle Brandon Sanger  
Joseph John Schaeffer III  
Dominic Joseph Sheehan
Jenna Marie Skolmutch  
Summa Cum Laude
Chrystian A. Smith  
Magna Cum Laude
Victoria Julia Stewart  
Rachel Taylor Thompson  
Bryce Logan Tomecek  
Maxton Young Wallett  
Tristan Riley Whitaker  
Summa Cum Laude
Jared Adam Wise  
Amanda Elizabeth Zavala

HUMANITIES
Zaire Bettina Alford  
Athena Kiana V. Dortch  
Roda Aram Ibrahim Saoor  
Magna Cum Laude
Arshia Sarkhani
Sholeh Myra Sisson

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS, CHINESE AND ASIA-PACIFIC
Zihao Jin  
Magna Cum Laude
Melissa M. Johnston  
Cum Laude
Emily Ann Morley  
Magna Cum Laude
Jacob Marc Rosenzweig  
Hana Rane Van Voorst  
Magna Cum Laude
Xomara Zheng Chen

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS, ENGLISH AND NORTH AMERICA
Hesam Aslroosta  
Gioia Carpinelli  
Hung-Ming Chen  
Lifan Chen  
Xuanmeng Hao  
Anmin Hong  
Qinyin Hu  
Rikisei Ito  
Cum Laude
Phuong Thi Thanh Le  
Mingfeng Li  
Zhelun Liu  
Jiali Lu  
Misael Benjamin Romero Martinez
Arisa Yagi  
Shiina Imanaka Young  
Magna Cum Laude
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS, FRENCH AND NORTH AMERICA
Andrew Niels Pilot Darier-Baziere
Kelly Margarita Ramirez Garcia

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS, FRENCH AND WESTERN EUROPE
Camille Enzo Clement
Martha Irlanda Diaz Walls Hernandez
Veronica Michelle Favela
Ellenor Jae Hoover
Anthony Tshikola Kazadi
Kaitlin Grace Lebow
Karen Isabel Lopez
Benjamin Thomas Monson
Andrew Hezron Rachier
Nakia Sarida Richardson
Ean Nickolaus Sierra
Giovanni Sebastian Urbano
Isabel Martinez Valdivia

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS, GERMAN AND WESTERN EUROPE
Ambra Baron
Sabrina Alexandra Boulton
Nico Roberto Carpignano
Ryan James Corp
Shannon Jessica Kammerer
Max William Kyle

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS, ITALIAN AND WESTERN EUROPE
Aliyah Aisha Barnes
Branden Carafa-De Ricci
Ronnie James Cravens
Rachela Mariangela Fey

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS, JAPANESE AND ASIA-PACIFIC
Amy Katherine Cordell
Naya Ruth Dyar-Place
Zury Estefania Garcia
Christene Rina Hirata
Katrina Celine Mangente Hizon
Kanon Stephanie Myo
Citlalli Patricia Ramirez
Jennifer Rebecca Ruprecht
Shicheng Sheng
Jiayi Sun
Marielle de Castro Tan
Evan Michael Thomas
Yun-Jen Tsai
Masahiro Aaron Yamamoto
Yuanhao Zhou

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS, KOREAN AND ASIA
Emily Nicole Anderson

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS, PORTUGUESE AND LATIN AMERICA
Adrian Escobar

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS, PORTUGUESE AND WESTERN EUROPE
Dylan Jensen Machado

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS, RUSSIAN AND RUSSIA AND CENTRAL EUROPE
Vladimir Alexander Fadeev
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS, SPANISH AND LATIN AMERICA

Maririn Aizawa  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Jazmin Alvarez

Ryhan Patrice Arnett

Andrea Bello

Jacob Ryan Black

Giovanna Aleksandra Bravo

Roberto Candelario Meza  
*Cum Laude*

Dorian Isaac Cardoza

Gregorio Corral

Andrea Cruz

Joana Cruz Orozco

Cynthia Stephanie Flores

Vanessa Garcia

Mark Jeffrey Gray

Ruben M. Guerra

Tito E. Gutierrez

Kayla Marie Jackson

Ryan Patrick Jones

Kallie Klug  
*Cum Laude*

Hunter Lynn Libby  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Rogelio de Jesus Lopez

Damaris Nathaly Madera

Brianna Paloma Millanes Calvario

Patrick Laurence Miller

Fabian Guillermo Navarro

Andrea Ramos

Samuel Thomas Rhoads  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Rachel Ryan Ullrich

Areli Venegas

Jasmin Ryyle Aranas Villa  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Aileen Jackeline Villalba

Zihao Zhou

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS, SPANISH AND WESTERN EUROPE

Aurora Nicole Aubley

Melyna Blanco

Daniela Sabina Braslavski

Isaura Castaneda

Lauren Nicole Chapman  
*Cum Laude*

Aaron Chavez

Tayra Karina Curumilla  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Rebecca Isabel Galvez

Bijan Amir Hashemi

Paulette Iniguez

Hailey Morgan Kovinsky  
*Cum Laude*

Tamara Fabiola Lescano

Lucas Woolsey Migoya  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Jutyar S. Mikaeel

Darby Elizabeth Mullany

Joshua Glenn Murray

Hannah Thuy Nguyen  
*Cum Laude*

Luis Eduardo Ortiz Morales

Katherine Mary Phillips

Julie Margarita Ramirez

Ashby Margaret Russell  
*Cum Laude*

Vanessa Alexis Snider  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Nicholas John Stephens

Diane Ligia Trejo

Carly Anne Vallier

Michael Anthony Viesca

Sydney Anne Wagner  
*Summa Cum Laude*

INTERNATIONAL SECURITY AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION

Audreanna Nicole Demetrio Abad  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Tea Alexis Adams

Ian Andre Alvarado

Fernando Maria Araujo

Justine Gianna Bartolome

Gaetano James Basile

Randy Jess Florentino Bautista

Adrianna Elizabeth Bozaich  
*Cum Laude*
Timm Buhl
Lindsey Ann Busk  
*Magna Cum Laude*
Carly Danette Carroll
Olivia Moira Case
Taylor Harris Clark
Luke Anthony Clark-Hylen  
*Cum Laude*
Daniel Reyes Culala
Christian Jorge Viray Dumangas
Carolina Dutra Botti
Claudia Marlen Estrada
Victoria Maire Fencl
Cassidy Rae Ferrer
Matthew Fergus Flanagan
Christina Rose Corpus Fontimayor
Ashley Aerial Fowler
Savanna Franklin  
*Magna Cum Laude*
Estefan Galvan
Ezekiel Bustamante Ganzon
Petros Fessahaye Hagos
Gabryelle Anje Harlan
Edwin Hernandez Armenta
Adin Allen Hixon  
*Cum Laude*
Giorgiana Olga Holborn
Michael Arthur Holmes
Christian James
Andrew Francis Kenesie  
*Cum Laude*
Mitchell Lee Lescallett  
*Summa Cum Laude*
Joseph Christian Habla Loredo  
*Cum Laude*
Elena Lucas de la Cruz  
*Summa Cum Laude*
Sofía Lucio
Roisin Maire Mackenzie  
*Summa Cum Laude*
Alejandro Carl Maldonado
Laura Gisele Martínez Escobar
Ubaldo Martínez Flores Jr.
Natalie Anne Mathiesen  
*Cum Laude*
Taylor Danielle McCracken
Maya Rose McHale  
*Summa Cum Laude*
Ashley Marie McMichael  
*Summa Cum Laude*
Miguel Ramon Mejía
Nelson Miranda
Jamie Harold Moretz  
*Summa Cum Laude*
Karen Arlene Munoz
Anjanette Castillo Natividad
Jacob Emilio Nunez
Gaelan Sean O’Brien
Emily Elise Olamendi Smith
Anthony Moses Oriol Sr.
Jose Dy Ortiz  
*Cum Laude*
Nancy Estrada Ramirez
Edgar Rodríguez
Daniel Roy Santistevan
Tristan Pei Seymour
Nicholas Corbin Soto
Hayden Pierce Steger
Mieko Ushio  
*Cum Laude*
Eden Antigone Wagstaff
Tristan Riley Whitaker  
*Summa Cum Laude*
Delmar Zamore Woods II

**ISLAMIC AND ARABIC STUDIES**
Paige Rose Irving

**JAPANESE**
Shelby Lynn Cunningham
Amanda Claire Doungpanya
William Preston Fisher
Nicholas Joseph Flynn-Markowitz
Martin Racelis Martínez
Vincent John Anthony Ojeda II
Noemi Anna Parrilla
Tiancheng Wan

**LANGUAGE, CULTURE AND SOCIETY**
Christian Klein Redondo Alston  
*Cum Laude*
Emily C. Buckley
LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES

Denise Cautier
Jasmin Isabela Flores
Summa Cum Laude
Jamie Harold Moretz
Summa Cum Laude
Clara Antonia Padilla
Melchor Alfonso Padilla Tapia
Patricia Paola Salas

LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL, AND TRANSGENDER STUDIES

Daniel Grayson Cordero
Cum Laude

LINGUISTICS

Thura Aref
Sabrina Daniela Camacho
Raquel Elisabet Carey
Caroline Isabella Cecena
Shelby Lynn Cunningham
Faith Donaldson
Amanda Claire Doungpanya
Daria Alessandra Dragicevic
Cum Laude
Estefany Escobedo Solis
William Preston Fisher
Felipe De Jesus Gomez
Phoebe Lynne Guern
Magna Cum Laude
Walaa Hakim
Aramiz Adriel Jacobo
Thena Maddie Dwyer Livingstone
Summa Cum Laude
Laura Lopez Jolis
Summa Cum Laude
Elias Benjamin Munoz
Vincent John Anthony Ojeda II
Noemi Anna Parrilla
Emmanuel Alejandro Rodriguez
Cum Laude
Katelyn Michelle Romero
Takumi Sato
Riordon McMillan Turner
Neam Kamal Yousif

MODERN JEWISH STUDIES

Francine Marie Hardy
Magna Cum Laude
Donghwan Kim

PHILOSOPHY

Randy Cabral
Matthew Ariel Chang
Magna Cum Laude
Michael Dolph Corradino
Marissa Synnoeve Denison
Makayla Sydney DePew
Cum Laude
Valeria Citilali Diaz
Julian Thomas Eberman
Yazarely Claudia Gonzalez
Summa Cum Laude
Brennan Raven Hawkins
Cum Laude
Raemon Anthony Ilagan
Emilia Eva Janda
Olivia Lee Klugg
David James Larsen
Magna Cum Laude
Mikah Danielle Leggo
Magna Cum Laude
Alex Gaylen Loupe
Victoria Medina
Issiah Jesus Morales Rodriguez
Karen Arizbeth Murillo
Joe Ben Paguio Nulud
Abdulwadood Qazi
Eugenio Revilla Bojorquez
Roda Aram Ibrahim Saoor
Magna Cum Laude
Devin Michael Scatena
Maria Skinner
Asia Nicole Smith
Magna Cum Laude
Courtney Cheyenne Warren
Katelyn Mardee Wetzell

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Gabriela Carolina Aguilar Valles
Abdullah Waleed Al Anjari Sr.
Safa Qasim Alasady
Naser Alfaahli
Khalid Ibrahim O. Alharthi
Abdulaziz A. S. A lkharji
Magna Cum Laude
Hamad Tariq AlMudhaf
Abdulaziz M. M. A. Alotaibi
Summa Cum Laude
Maher Lotfi Alsakka
Amanda Angelica Angulo
Matthew Velasquez Arreola
Alexandria Trannaricia Nicole Ashby
Lisa L. M. Baker
Estefany Guadalupe Baltazar De Lucas
David Fortune Beck
Melody Shea Simpson Benjamin
Hannah Rose Berman-Schneider
  Cum Laude
Susan Gabriella Biscardi
  Magna Cum Laude
Briana Blake
Ana Karen Borquez Wong
  Magna Cum Laude
Paige Lee Bounds
  Summa Cum Laude
Jose Zachary Brasil
Karly Elizabeth Brooks
Samantha Rachel Brown
Neyla Buil Macarty
Hannah L. Calo-Witt
  Cum Laude
Tuulia Isabella Candido
  Summa Cum Laude
Gabriel Emiliano Castillo del Muro
Ricardo Andre Castro
  Cum Laude
Michael Stephen Chase
Michele Nicole Christie
Arielle Ilda Civil
Douglas Clark Jr.
  Magna Cum Laude
Madeline Marie Clark
Amah Eblyme Alexandra Coffi
Scott Matthew Connolly
Hugh Walter Copenhaver III
David Nicholas Cordova
Abraham David Cruz
Sam Andrew Yassin Danly
  Magna Cum Laude
Isabella Rose Danzi
  Summa Cum Laude
Dayshon Samuel Dartez
Franky Nader Dawood
Cristian Frederic DeGuire
makayla sydney depew
  Cum Laude
Delana Phuong-Dung Du
  Summa Cum Laude
Enrique Duarte
  Magna Cum Laude
Nicole Eliaschev
Wyatt Robert Elliott
Sophie Jean Sanders Emerson
Carmelo Esquer III
Samuel Tyler Estrada
Rihab Fadel
Emilio Fernandez
Jimmy Kyle Ferrington
Victoria Finau
Elijah Nathaniel Fortes
  Cum Laude
Audrey Rose Gallagher
  Summa Cum Laude
Joshua Nathan Galst
  Cum Laude
Ariana Isabel Garcia
  Magna Cum Laude
Matthew Alan Garcia
  Summa Cum Laude
Bradley Scott Gibson
Cady Marie Giles
  Magna Cum Laude
Inbal Giron
  Magna Cum Laude
Madison Rose Goodmiller
  Cum Laude
Shea Tononi Green
  Cum Laude
Victoria Sierra Green
  Cum Laude
Aaron Guerra-Hernandez
Raul Gutierrez Jr.
Connor Patrick Hagen
Erik Thomas Hallback
Sheherbano Haque
  Magna Cum Laude
Delaney Kathryn Harris
Savannah Robles Hentz
  Cum Laude
Melissa Lenora Hoadley
Erik Finn Horve
Anthony Issam Hurmiz
Emilia Eva Janda
Fermin Eusebio Jimenez
Janet Jimenez
Maxwell Tobias Johnson
  Cum Laude
Maryana Azeez Karoomi
Creighton William Kauss
Kentaro Kawasaki
Joseph Lee Kirkpatrick
  Cum Laude
Justyna Anna Kolataj
Tanner Randall Krehbiel
Mark Albert Lane
Sophie Audrey Lantz
  Magna Cum Laude
Mireah Esmeralda Larson
  Magna Cum Laude
Jared Aidan Levine
Kayla Lim
  Cum Laude
Hailey Michelle Lincoln
Andrea G. Lizarraga
Rocelle Eway Llemares
Andrea Danielle Lopez Rivera
  Summa Cum Laude
Sawyer Reese Lowe
  Cum Laude
Emily Rose Lynch
  Magna Cum Laude
Zuhal Malikyar
Brandon Akira Martinez
  Summa Cum Laude
Dominic Joseph Mazzoni
Pablo Mendoza
Daniel Edmund Miccio
Angela Rose Molina
Maryam Momeny
Sierra Nicole Nagle
  Cum Laude
Miles Noel
Otis O’Neil
Janmae Winiel Supan Pagador
Miguel Angel Palacios
  Summa Cum Laude
Hayden Mackenzie Pearce
  Summa Cum Laude
Diana Zuzette Perez Ortiz
Alind Peromari
Ashley Ranae Piecul
David James Pina
  Magna Cum Laude
Leslie Marie Plascencia
Lauren Plowy
David Allen Pomeranz
Taylor Ann Reed
  Summa Cum Laude
Zoe Faith Ridgway
Jerisa Rene Riva
Cydney Jayde Rivas
  Magna Cum Laude
Nathalie Rodriguez Mueses
  Magna Cum Laude
Maribel Ruiz
Nona Sara Saber
  Magna Cum Laude
Kelsey Maia Salas
  Summa Cum Laude
Emilio Rigoberto Sanchez
Lucero Sanchez Cortes
Samantha Marie Santucci-Ruiz
Kenneth Mckown Schuelke II
Lina Seepo
Jocelyn Segura
Armando Sepulveda
Kelli Leann Shannon
Shradha Shrestha
Michel Nader Sindaha
Allison Rene Slade
  Cum Laude
Milano Sliwa
  Magna Cum Laude
Chrystian A. Smith
  Magna Cum Laude
Jacob Joseph Smith
  Cum Laude
Jenna Teresa Smith
Jackson Henry Stephens
Lavina Zaya Tallo
Alexis Teresa Thometz
  Cum Laude
Alec Timothy Towse
  Summa Cum Laude
Benjamin Aaron Tristan
Kio Van Truong
Catherine Johanna Mei Van Weele
  Magna Cum Laude
Tori Michelle Vasquez
  Summa Cum Laude
Lindsay Michelle Vieira
  Cum Laude
Greta Voci
  Magna Cum Laude
Tristan Scot Whiteside
Noah Camdyn Williams
Jacob Colin Wright
  Summa Cum Laude
Steven Thomas Yannarell
Gabriele N. Zaino
STUDY OF RELIGION
Daniela Arciniega
Haley Elizabeth Freeth
Fadumo Ahmed Issa
Taylor Josette McCabe
Dale Douglas Randall
Joseph Reyes
Vide Sale
Cum Laude
Lauren Ross Schmelzle
John Anthony Yarbrough

RHETORIC AND WRITING STUDIES
Erik Fernando Acosta
Cum Laude
Rebecca Josette Cudal
Marcos R. Espericueta
Sofía Lillian García
Angelica Mabel Gonzalez
Calista Sophia Papakalos
Alfredo Valles
Cum Laude
Jonathan Bradley Warner

RUSSIAN
Estefan Galvan

SOCIAL SCIENCE
Nawar Abdulnoor
Isabella Rose Akana
Cum Laude
Adriana Elizabeth Arenival
Ilse Carolina Ayon
Devin Kelley Baum
Summa Cum Laude
Daisy Jacqueline Bedolla
Dominic Benson
Nicolas John Biale
Jalen Zachary Booth
Jordon Brookshire
Callum Bruce
Rosalina Castro-Frias
Summa Cum Laude
Samantha Ann Ceballos
Marina Carmen Esther Coronel
Michael Cosmides
Jacob Cruce
Matthew Alexander D’Angelo
Mark Nicholas De La Torre
Matthew John Eavenson
Analeigh Rose Oralía García
Camilo García
Summa Cum Laude
Natalie Jean García
Rose Margarettie Isip Granados
Cum Laude
Greg Jonas Gedvig
Zachary Groh
Trevor Mackenzie Hansen
Taylor Colby Hawkins
Sydney Alexzandria Howard
Spaso Xavier Ilich
Catherine Samantha Ingles
Jesse V. Jimenez
Paullet Abigail Lopez
Katrina Seballos Marmolejo
Connor Michael McBride
Morganne Allison Mckennan
Steven American Mendivil
Bernardo Americano Mendivil
Kristopher Ryan Mina
Anna Nicole Moffitt
Magna Cum Laude
Michael John Nelson II
Kahiapo Neves
Casey Thomas O’Sullivan
Luis Felipe Ortega Jr.
Jusel Ponce Aguayo
Jesse Reichle
Jennifer Lynn Rodriguez
Teresa Marie Romero
Yves Ruelas
Talon Anthony Sandoval
Jasmin Lee Sever
Brian Nicholas Sookasman
Celcila Gena Stanwood
Brett Staude
Mairani Tafoya Mora
Xavier Raynard Thames
Trenton Devaughn Thompson
Raekwon Levahn Turner
Eliott Valdez
Jesus Valenzuela
Daniella Kassandra Vega
Magna Cum Laude
Ashley Jill Vogel
Cum Laude
Eric Darnell Wilson II
Keon Yang  
Mareel Yono  
*Magna Cum Laude*
William Phillip Young  
*Cum Laude*
Louie Mondragon Zumstein

**SOCIOLOGY**

Melanie Garcia Aguilera  
*Summa Cum Laude*
Marisa Ann Ailey
Julia Gabrielle Altamirano
Michael Steve Alvarez Franco
Taliah Camille Andrade  
*Magna Cum Laude*
Samantha Lorraine Arambula
Noemi A. Ascencio
Alejandra Bernardino
Tsigealem Birhane  
*Cum Laude*
Monica Lynn Blando
Sara Bruce
Sierra Noel Burner
Tatiana Butler
Leo Butros
Kennedy Diana Callaway
Brianah Yael Caplan
Julissa Diane Cardenas
Mayra Alejandra Cervantes
Kyle Mitchell Chernicky
Yesmine Chino
Andre Contreras Perez
Samantha Merree Cook  
*Cum Laude*
Yorian Arely Cordova  
*Magna Cum Laude*
Nadine Melanie Cornejo Choy  
*Cum Laude*
Skyler Roxxanne Curry
Anthony Shigeo D’Orsi  
*Cum Laude*
Ashlyn Marie Davis  
*Magna Cum Laude*
Kiara Bryann Decelles
Desiree Delgado
Melanie Sue Dinh
Roberto Dominguez-Rios
Jacqueline Marie Ellis
Samantha Marie Englert
Abigail Falcon

Anisa Farah
Brandon Roland Fernando
Christian Giovanni Flores
Madeline Marley Fulton
Christina Garcia
Sarahi Lizett Garcia
Yvette Garcia
Joanna Renee Germany
Nyssa Jo Gill  
*Cum Laude*
Ronveer Singh Gill
Alana Nicole Kikanani Godoy  
*Summa Cum Laude*
Candace Rebecca Gomez  
*Magna Cum Laude*
Dilsa Jazmin Gonzalez
Susan Pak Gonzalez
Lizabeth Guevara Greer
Princess C. Gutierrez
Ivana Gutierrez-Gil
Monica Magali Gutierrez Torres
Lauren Katharyn Hagen
Allison Isabelle Hall  
*Cum Laude*
Noor Hamid  
*Cum Laude*
Alma Samantha Hernandez
Saiera Jean Hernandez
Vanessa Diane Hernandez
Brayan Hernandez Angel  
*Magna Cum Laude*
Kiana Hixon
Diana Azucena Ibarra
Fabiola Ibarra
Charlotte Mason Irvin
Spencer Branham Jacobs  
*Cum Laude*
Jolyana Jirjees
Heather Darice Jones
Leslie Aida Keller  
*Cum Laude*
Adrianna Marie Kosobucki
Makenna Jordyn Lee
Angel Alejandro Lerma
Oscar Liu
Valerie Llamas
Emmanuel Lopez
Esmeralda Lopez Cristales
Britany LeAna Lopez-Haw  
*Magna Cum Laude*
Sierra Skye MacLeod  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Brandon Michael Magee

Isiah Margate

Charles Jason Michel

Yasmin Bashir Mohamed

Ismael Montiel

Elizabeth L. Morales

Rosedaly Moreno  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Miranda Margaret Morris-Dilks

Alondra Munoz

Kelsey Angelique Munoz

Asha Arab Mursal

Calista Joy Smith Navarra  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Phu V. Nguyen

Cody Francois Nieuwenhuis

Kennedy Jere Nolta

Margret Ocadiz  
*Cum Laude*

Christina Camille Olsen  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Elizabeth Ortiz  
*Cum Laude*

Veronica Ortiz

Karina Irene Parra

Natasha A. Paschal

Dharam Bankim Patel

Kevin Leonardo Pedraza  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Faith Ayano Perry

Alicia Ann Phomphakdy

Bianca Fernanda Reyes

Jordan Philip Ridenour

Irazema Dillian Rios Figueroa

Brian Sebastian Rodriguez

Celeste Amber Rodriguez

Cynthia Salas Rodriguez

Laisha Ailin Rosas Nunez

Mikayla Lynne Rubio

Samantha Sunga Sacro

Andrea Sanchez-Ibarra

Joanna Sandoval  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Andres Santana

Carolina Dominguez Santizo

Ana Carolina Sepulveda-Nunez

Haley Serrano

Katy Rose Sharretts

Muna Sheikhnor

Deneka Maxine Smith

Diego Anthony Smith  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Yasmine Isabel Sotelo

Garrett Spaugh

Victoria Nicole Stake

Miles Carter Stray

Joshua Michael Strelitz

Noemi Tafoya

Abigail Mortera Tamayo

Etsegenet Tefera

Lorelei Marie Tempelton

Tiffany Marie Thielvoldt Marquez  
*Cum Laude*

Lauryn Clarisse Thompson

Kevin Meza Umayam

Lauren Mackenzie Utchen

Elidia Valente

Teresa De Jesus Villegas

Holly Soro Wallace

Caitlin Nicole Warczakowski

LeCarla Elisha Washington

Kinley Elena Williams  
*Cum Laude*

Maggie Jean Williams

Taylor M. York  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Alejandra Marcela Zavala  
*Cum Laude*

**SPANISH**

Mariela Q. Aguilar

Paulina Aguilar

Ian Andre Alvarado

Rocio Ayala Tapia

Armando Banuelos

Beatris Beltran

Adrianna Elizabeth Bozaich  
*Cum Laude*

Uriah Rene Brown

Alondra Vanessa Cabantoy  
*Cum Laude*

Astrid Cabrera

Holkan Ernesto Calles-Virgen

Carina Camacho-Cuevas  
*Cum Laude*

Andrea Cervantes

Alexandra Lee Collier

Natea Alexis Cooke

Sara Marina Corral Corrales  
*Cum Laude*
Joceline Corrales
Lizbeth Cortes
Beatriz Teresa Cruz
Eva Beatriz Curiel Muzquiz
Darek Niket Pillor Dabadghav
Mia Marie Deptolla
Hazell Daneli Diaz
Natalie Enciso
Jungbae Treat Eriel
  Cum Laude
Alexandria Ligia Beatriz Fagen
Lizbeth Arena Figueroa
Felipe De Jesús Gomez
Cesar Augusto Cuenca Gomezgil
Elizabeth Tayra Gonzalez
Lillian Evelyn Gonzalez
  Cum Laude
Michael Gonzalez
Anakaren Hernandez
Alma Rosa Huerta Murillo
Ana Ligia Hueso
Monica Gabriela Iniesta
Madison Catherine Jackson
  Magna Cum Laude
Gabriela Jacobo
  Cum Laude
Karina Larios
Gala Gabriela Leon
Melissa Fernanda Leon
Jocelyn Giselle Leon-Dominguez
Laura Berenice Lopez Camacho
Esmeralda Lopez Cristales
Leslie Britzel Lopez Moreno
Yanping Lu
  Cum Laude
Elena Lucas de la Cruz
  Summa Cum Laude
Alma Isela Luna Garcia
  Summa Cum Laude
Johan Omar Magana
Diana Margarita Maldonado Delgado
Jairo Manrique
Alice Martin
  Summa Cum Laude
Aubrey Lynne Martin
Timothy J. McNamara
  Summa Cum Laude
Sibelle M. Miranda-Urrea
Paulina Mora
  Cum Laude
Jazmine Marie Morales
  Cum Laude
Evelyn Elizabeth Munoz
Luz Dary Nino-Ortiz
Elias Oceguera
Paulina Ochoa
Marysol Mariana Pedroza
Valeria Pena
Jeniffer Lizeth Ramirez
Nancy Estrada Ramirez
Ana Rodriguez
  Cum Laude
Isabel V. Rodriguez
  Cum Laude
John Lowell Sachs Jr.
  Summa Cum Laude
Lorena Sanchez
Marco Antonio Sanchez-Cano
  Cum Laude
Jessica Nicole Shipps
  Cum Laude
Allison Aryn Cem Silva
Isabel Eve Skinner
Naachiely Sosa
Alexa Sosa Nunez
Claudia Ivette Tello Garcia
Brenda Michelle Tomas
  Cum Laude
Lizeth Torres Ramirez
Mallory Rose Tyler
Yelitza Valdez
  Summa Cum Laude
Brissa Elizabeth Vargas
Lizette Georgette Vazquez
Liz Maria Vizcarra
Sarah Wellsfry
  Cum Laude
Mary Frances York
  Cum Laude
Andrea Zavala
Xomara Zheng Chen

**SUSTAINABILITY**

James Arnerich
McKenna Elise Avery
  Magna Cum Laude
Erick Michael Balagtas
  Cum Laude
Nina Jean Bayne
  Magna Cum Laude
Ryan Warfield Bennett
Susan Gabriella Biscardi
  Magna Cum Laude
Jessica Danielle Dorothea Blasjo
  *Magna Cum Laude*
Samantha Bohl
  *Magna Cum Laude*
Willem Jurgen Bolland
Benjamin Kenneth Borglin
Christopher Alan Brown
Christopher James Burritt
Izabella Angel Campos
Hannah Lynn Chickering
Rachel Elise Clevers
  *Summa Cum Laude*
Andrew Joaquin Colcleaser
Shane David Conta
Jenille Teresa Daly
Cheyenne Marie DeLeo
Whitney Marie Doyle
  *Summa Cum Laude*
Veronica Christine Eisner
Sarah Rose Enterline
  *Summa Cum Laude*
Yvanna Paola Estrada
  *Magna Cum Laude*
Camran Farjami
Aubrey Elizabeth Farmer
Kelli Farmer
Jessica Lane Gardner
Patrick Grant Giddens
Brooke Elizabeth Grant
David Nathaniel Grant
Barbara Faye Green
Sara Ileana Guerena
Christopher Raymond Gwatney
Julia Marie Hamlin
Shane Michael Higgins
Madelynn Couloir Hoffman
Zoie Alisa Johnson
Rachel Marie Kaliff
Hayley Jane Kaufman
Brady James Kerr
Zachary Paul Knobbe-Hewitt
Jacqueline Juliette Krikorian
  *Summa Cum Laude*
Sierra Joy Kriss
  *Cum Laude*
Claudia Mayoral Lastra
Junki Lee
Hannah Marie Lopez
Nicolette Heath Loseff
  *Summa Cum Laude*
Natalie Jeanette Louis
Kayli Marie Maddox
Anna Lucia Mangiameli
  *Cum Laude*
Ryan William Maple
Rodolfo Mata
Bobby Mays
Leon Keo Meas
Gabriella Marie Medina
  *Magna Cum Laude*
Jonathan M. Medina
Juliana Rezende Meirelles
  *Magna Cum Laude*
Morgan Cheyenne Nygren
Tanya Ochoa
Marius Aurelius Panciu
Anneliese Pettit
Mayer Leonard Pohlod
Chloe Ann Price
  *Cum Laude*
Matthew William Remsburg
Charlotte Mae Roberts
  *Magna Cum Laude*
Heidi Lyn Rodarmer
Dakota Jacob Ruiz
Abigail Fiona-Valentine Sarda
Michael William Sax
Brianna Katheryn Selig
Brittany R. Seymour
Erin Louise Shives
  *Magna Cum Laude*
Mandy Lynn Sohacki
  *Magna Cum Laude*
Tristan Stanley
Keegan Roger-Earl Stinson
Rochelle Taylor
  *Magna Cum Laude*
Heaven Tefferra
Charlie Trujillo
Holly Jean Tuomi
Maile Morgan Villablanc
  *Magna Cum Laude*
Sean Mattie Walsh
Joely Racquel Way
Brooke Paige Wedner
Jacqueleen Weeden
Cassandra Rose Weinberg
Brianna Wetherbe
Elizabeth Susan Winterton
Christianne Nicole Wittbrodt
  *Magna Cum Laude*
Samuel Julian Wu
James Yamaguchi
URBAN STUDIES
Daena Louise Anonuevo
Daniel Anton Casara
Sophie Jean Sanders Emerson
Ana Maria Flores
Tanner Bradley Galvan
Juan Carlos Jimenez-Cruz
Jorge Valentin Morales
Magna Cum Laude
Chloe Arcadia Morrison
Tucker Geoffrey Park
Isabella Quevedo
Christian Sandoval
Brenna Margaret Seines
Cum Laude
Keith Neal Stewart Sr.
Madison Rose Wills
Cum Laude
Samuel Julian Wu

WOMEN’S STUDIES
Isaiah Karmiya Balentine
Megan Blair
Alexis Karina Casas
Cum Laude
Pablo Leoplodo Cuellar
Fatima Angelica De La Torre
Estefany Escobedo Solis
Holly Jaye Gleaton
Stephanie Gonzalez
Hershey Girl Redondo Guzman
Melissa Gabriella Howes
Jay R. Jacobs
Summa Cum Laude
Laura Clare Kreeger
Gabriela C. Lafarga
Daisy Lawrence
Hailey Michelle Lincoln
Victoria Medina
Andrea Liliana Ortiz
Shivani Suresh Parekh
Magna Cum Laude
Jasmine Perez
Tina Marie Randall
Sheena Lenee Shelton
Simona Bridget Teslenko
Helena Torres Coto Aguilar
Magna Cum Laude

Bachelor of Science, Applied Arts and Sciences

GEOGRAPHY, ENVIRONMENTAL AND PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY
Michael Arthur Holmes
Elizabeth Tatiana Pantoja
Monique Elisse Terry

GEOGRAPHY, GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SCIENCE
Ana Patricia Felix-Ibarra
Cum Laude

GEOGRAPHY, GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Thomas Deric
Cum Laude
Jessica Leigh Embury
Summa Cum Laude
Jeffrey Fleckenstein

GEOGRAPHY, WATER, CLIMATE, AND ECOSYSTEMS
Christina Ann Bock
Summa Cum Laude
Gabrielle Josephine Garcia
Joshua Moses Rey
Summa Cum Laude
Conrad Lane Tydon
Noelle Marie Valdez
Weber Honors College

Students graduating from the Weber Honors College have successfully earned at least 15 units in small, challenging, interdisciplinary honors courses. The Weber Honors College features a wide range of opportunities that help students broaden their knowledge, gain new perspectives, and understand complex issues from diverse points of view. Weber Honors College students experience one-on-one scholarly partnerships with distinguished faculty, complete a culminating portfolio, engage in university and community service activities, and further enrich their education through study abroad.

Rand Al Ghussein
Collin Allen
Alana Almond
Maher Alsakka
Jose Miguel Alvarado
Maria Clara Amaral Rocha
Alexa Andreu
Leyla Anvari
Jessica Arrington
Sahra Artan
Madison Balagtas
Courtney Barbato
Aliyah Barnes
Talia Begi
Marina Bienenstock
Susan Biscardi
Jessica Blasjo
Rachel Bloom
Elizabeth Booker
Paige Bounds
Emma Bray
Reece Breuckman
Jason Broesamle
Amanda Buck
Bailey Burch
Kayla Burns
Alec Candib
Chloe Canler
Brianah Caplan
Amairani Cardenas
Riley Carr
Adam Carrillo
Alek Casillas
Judith Chambers
Sophie Chance
Taylor Chase
Naomi Cheuk
Cole Chodorow
Veronica Coen
Tali Cohen-Kurzrock
Eli Collin
Angelica Cook
Alexis Correa
Tayra Curumilla
Sami Danly
Isabella Danzi
Jenna De Maio
Sophia De Runtz
Felipe Leonam De Souza
Robert Deleon
Hazell Diaz
Alina Doan
Delaney Down
Daria Dragicevic
Brian Duong
Kellie Elhai
Sophie Emerson
Julia English
Julia Escobedo
Serena Famalett
Yusufu Feierdawusi
Ana Felix-Ibarra
Molly Fitzsimmons
Brianna Flores
Jasmin Flores
Jasmine Freund
Ava Froble
Alyssa Gahagan
Joseph Galarneau
Josh Galst
Kaira Garcia
Markyves Gaunin
Arad Gerami
Eleanor Gilmore
Bhumika Gode
Anthony Goring
Christine Gotthardt
David Grant
Maya Greenfield Thong
Jenna Greer
Isaac Gutierrez
Grace Han
Shehar Haque
Brittany Hart
Tyler Hazard
Casey Heaney
Doreen Hemmati
Justen Hitchcock
Katrina Celine Hizon
Kai Hoshina
Jake Hurwitz
Analise Ilsley
Kara Jacobs
Emma Johnson
Maxwell Johnson
Mill Johnson
Morgan Johnson
Christina Jones
Kaytki Joshi
Sydney Karlos
Kentaro Kawasaki
Emma Kerr
Liam Kerrigan
Kevin Kesler
Thomas Knopf
Nicole Kohrmann
Pocky Kohsuwan
Austin Kovalcheck
Jacqueline Krikorian
Maria Kusior
Kevin Larsen
Thong Le
Kaitlin Lebow
Amanda Lee
Simone Leibowitz
Kaeli Leoni
Hunter Libby
Elizabeth Lippel
Justin Lloyd
Gabrielle Lopez
Sawyer Lowe
Jason Lum
Nirel Manalili
Dafne Manzano
Jeanette Marino
Elena Martin
Jessica Martin
Brandon Martinez
Nicholas Matovsky
Mark Maynard
Justin McClendon
Megan Mclothlin
Sarah McHenry
Brooke McKinlay
Ashley McMichael
Diorah Mendez
Christina Miano
Emily Mickelson
Peter Mitri
Katrina Mogannam
Jarid Morrison
Samantha Munz
Magdalene Murphy
Megan Murphy
Ryan Murphy
Sanam Nagvekar
Esther Nguyen
Kaylee Nguyen
Samuel Niemann
Joshua Olson
Ronald Owen
Sohun Panchal
Courtney Parks
Dejanae Phillips
Belle Phommavong
Alexander Pickering
Emma Planche
Lauren Plowy
Adam Popejoy
Johana Press
Gabriela Quevedo
Molly Rast
Samuel Reilly
Krysta Rhodes
Nakia Richardson
Lauren Rivera
Martha Rodriguez
Noemi Rodriguez
Brynn Rogowski
University-wide Honor Societies

PHI KAPPA PHI

Candidates for the Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi are selected from juniors in the upper 7.5 percent of their class and from seniors and graduate students in the upper ten percent of their classes. Phi Kappa Phi was founded at the University of Maine in 1897; San Diego State University’s chapter was established in 1965.

Wilton Abreu Rodrigues
Tia Mohammad Abu Sham
Justin Evan Adame
Melanie Garcia Aguilera
Jose Miguel Alvarado
Javier Elias Arreola
Yasmeen Daisy Baran
Tiana Marie Barron-Wright
Rhea Jizelle Ciballo Bati
Aleigha Marie Binda
Christina Ann Bock
Jakebryan Bonifacio
Paige Lee Bounds
Sidney Megan Brown
Kirstie Brooke Burgess
Lindsey Ann Busk
Krista Marie Buzolich
Alec Michael Candid
Gregory Patrick Carlos
Alek Andrew Casillas
Angela Kim Marcella Cavilla
Tiffany Chiem
Alan Shawn Clemenson
Jade Sophia Honora Connolly-Cepurac
Kyle David Continente
Samantha Merree Cook
Katherine Barrett Coyle
Aleah Jhane Davenport Jarin
Julia Mari Devore
Mikayla Grace Devries
Rachel Dizon Elevated
Julia Maria Escobedo
Emma Catherine Evangelista
Yasmin A. Farah
Kacee Nicole Fay
Nathan Mccarthy Fogerson
Tannia Zulema Godinez
Alana Nicole Kikanani Godoy
Toby Hanjae Graves-Morris
Thalia Marguerite Hagopian
Kevin Hammarlund
Francine Marie Hardy
Chiaki Harris
Kyle Harrington Hart
Benjamin James Hefter
Brayan Hernandez Angel
Ronald Darrell Hootman
Nathaniel Gonzalez Jalbuena
Diana Veronica Jimenez
Mary Louise Jones
Christine Anne Keller
Ledy Adil Aked Korial
Camryn Brianna Larwill
Ethan Zachary Laub
Andrea Vonny Lee
Kaeli Jelyn Leoni
Anzhelika Levytska
Justin James Lloyd
Jesse Locklin
Bradley James Lomeli
Briana Deanne Madrigal
Catherine Bahaareh Makeh-Vandian
Sophia Martin-Carloz
Mark Everett Maynard
Jacob Charles Dillion McDermott
Alice Melz
Michael R. Mensalvas
Megan Renee Miller
Adelaida Mogrovejo Chesire
Kaivan Ameen Mohsenzadeh
Jasmin Mariko Munoz
Alfonso Joaquin Munoz-Bond
Laura Jane Murray
Kendall Lauren O’Connell
Brenda Maribel Ocampo
Brooke Nicole Orozco
Phi Beta Kappa is the nation’s oldest scholarly honor society, founded in 1776 at the College of William and Mary in Williamsburg, Virginia. The chapter at San Diego State University (Nu), first in the California State University and first in San Diego, was established in 1974. Students are invited to join Phi Beta Kappa for excelling in the liberal arts and sciences.

**Juniors**
Lindsey Nicole Cannon
Serena Linda Hodson

**Seniors**
Audreanna Nicole Demetrio Abad
Steven Adcock
Maririn Aizawa
Isabella Rose Akana
Alana Nicole Almond
Dur Salah Alsamarraie
Christian Klein Redondo Alston
Arianna Castillo Alvarado
Natalia Alvarez Urzua
Gabriela Monica Alvarez
Kendall Michelle Anderson
Taliah Camille Andrade

Sana Arjmand
Jessica Drue Arrington
Sahra Mohamed Artan
Makani Isabel Ash
David Simone Ashirov
Natalia Maisey Ravelo
Mckenna Elise Avery
Vanessa Monique Ayala
Remington Kendall Ayres
Madison Marie Balagtas
Natalie Joy Balen
Karla Andrea Baltazar
Vanessa Rae Baltazar
Aliyah Aisha Barnes
Nina Jean Bayne
Elise Marie Bengtson
Marina Rose Bienenstock
Rhiannon Elizabeth Bill
Megan R. Birch
Susan Gabriella Biscardi
Madeleine Marie Bisi
Jessica Danielle Dorothea Blasjo
Rachel Bloom
Tatiana A. Bok
Cyana Myha Boone-Nelson
Reece William Breuckman
Rylee Laine Broach
Jennifer Erin Brooks
Mollie Alyssa Brown
Janine Francoise Bryant
Amanda Michelle Buck
Jennifer Diana Buffington
Georgia Katherine Burge
Roberto Candelario Meza
Tuulia Isabella Candido
Rosalina Castro-Frias
Victoria Chang
Eduardo Charvel
Maria Abigail Chavez Quintero
Amanda Mia Chavez
Keilyn Akemi Chin
Ashley Brianna Clark
Douglas Clark, Jr.
Anna Marie Grace Clear
Kara Nicole Conners
Evan Marc Conway
Chris Cordova Escamilla
Yorian Arely Cordova
Dylan Richard Corliss
Natalie A. Corondoni
Maria Pascal Cortes
Spencer Alexander Cortright
Elizabeth Rose Curry
Tayra Karina Curumilla
Kareema Dawi Dakhil
Christopher Mark Anthony Daniels
Sami Andrew Yassin Danly
Isabella Rose Danzi
Monica Delgado
Jenna Rae Demaio
Luke Joseph Denney
Makayla Sydney Depew
Isabelle Marie Dixon
Amy Ngoc Do

Daria Alessandra Dragicevic
Enrique Duarte
Mackenzie Marie Duncan
Marielle Elizabeth Duran
Paige Sierra Eagle
Perla Crystal Echeverria
Hannah B. Edwards
Hannah Nichole Edwards
Kellie Anne Elhai
Julia Rene English
Sarah Rose Enterline
Julia Maria Escobedo
Natalia Esparza-Bugarin
Emma Catherine Evangelista
Elisa Pierce Fabian
Jasmin Isabela Flores
Lindsay Elizabeth Florian
Carissa Kawena Fong
Maya Fosado
Samuel Anwar Gabbara-Venegas
Audrey Rose Gallagher
Joshua Nathan Galst
Diana Elisa Gierwielaniec
Giancarlo Matthew Gilbert-Igelsrud
Cady Marie Giles
Jashan Gill
Eileen Claire Gisler
Bhumika Sunil Kumar Gode
Alana Nicole Kikanani Godoy
Sarah Goergens
Leila Sophia Golgolab
Danielle Taylor Gonzales
Jasmine Bree Gonzales
Madison Rose Goodmiller
Hayley Evelyn Gray
Stella Marie Mozena Greenwood
Isaac Brigido Gutierrez
Lizbeth Gutierrez
Justin R. Haenisch
Mustafa Khalil Ibrahim Haleem
Teri Chizuko Handa
Bridgette Nicole Hansen
Shehar Bano Haque
Ryan Joseph Hardison
Ryan Hardmeyer
Claire Renee Hartmann
Casey Marie Heaney
Tam Minh Huu Nguyen
Cassidy Jo O’Connell
Omotoyosi Valerie Ogunbajo
Gabriella Nicole Olk-Cardona
Christina Camille Olsen
Trinity Orres
James Patrick Owens
Adam David Pacheco
Ada Matilda Parnanen
Kimia Parsa
April Joy Magadia Payumo
Hayden Mackenzie Pearce
Kevin Leonardo Pedraza
Sara Helena Pence
Cristian Perez Lara
Sophie Charlotte Peterson
Nikki Tang Phan
Adam Michael Popejoy
Jessica Anne Rayburn
Katherine Rosemary Reddy
Kalista Lynn Redman
Taylor Ann Reed
Clerissa Merced Reveles
Kaitlin Rhind
Joshua James Rice
Ana Valeria Rios
Cydney Jayde Rivas
Matthew Alejandro Rodriguez Galvan
Alexandra Michelle Rooney
Estevan Yovan Rubalcava
Sidney Frances Rubens
Ashby Margaret Russell
Nona Sara Saber
Kellen Sabhlok
John Lowell Sachs, Jr.
Minami Sakakibara
Kelsey Maia Salas
Mackenzie Ann Salmina
Carlos Gadiel Sanchez-Rojas
Lianna Nicole Sanchez
Roda Aram Ibrahim Saoor
Jakob Branson Schmall
Shane Patrick Schooter
Andrew John Schrittwieser
Mara H. Schumann
Michelle Kelsey Sears
Sophia Elizabeth Seibert
Alessandro Eduardo Seide
Aadit Jigesh Shah
Lamees Firas Sharif
Audrey Shinsky
Erin Louise Shives
Grace Singh
Diego Anthony Smith
Emily Elizabeth Smith
Mandy Lynn Sohacki
Alexandra Jane Spencer
Sloane A. Spencer
Beatrix Stark
Alexandra India Strom
Coy Allen Strothers
Sierra Eileen Sturken
Kiana Woo Sujishi
Grace Mae Sypnicki
Dalia R. Tabibian
Adrian Leonel Takahasi
Chizuru Tanaka
Alexis Teresa Thometz
Sean Andrew Tonthat
Amber Trammell
Madeline Marie Travers
Emma Grace Tsztoo
Sofia Vallejo Terceros
Sophia Rose Vargas
Maahir Idris Vasi
Tori Michelle Vasquez
Erika Kaitlyn Wiese
Katherine Elizabeth Wills
Madison Rose Wills
Christianne Nicole Wittbrodt
Jacob Woolwine
Emily Leilani Yates
Jack Yerem
Danya Esam Youhanna
Cailín Anne Young
Matthew George Zavaro
Ethan David Zehr
Kelly Marie Zoffada
Jason K. Zuehlke
To be considered for membership in the Jane K. Smith Cap and Gown Chapter of Mortar Board, students must have senior standing for the fall semester with an overall grade point average of 3.2 and have participated and excelled in the areas of scholarship, leadership and service. Mortar Board, which was founded in 1918, had its beginning at SDSU in 1932 as Cap and Gown. In 1965, the local honor society was recognized as a member of the national society. Admission to Mortar Board is highly competitive. Membership is restricted to no more than 40 students per year.

Maryam Abdul Sattar
Leyla Anvari-pour
Madison Balagtas
Hannah Berman-Schneider
Paige Bounds
Madison Brown
Tuulia Candido
Angela Cavilla
Emma Churchill
Ashley Clark
Veronica Coen
Chelsey Crowne
Tayra Curumilla
Rita Daniel
Jacob Downey
Anita Duong
Sarah Faucheux
Bryce Franzen
Ava Froble
Charity Gerhard
Alana Godoy
Katrina Hizon
Christian Holt
Ashley Jackson
Maxwell Johnson
Emma Kerr
Nicole Kohrmann
Elena Lucas de la Cruz
Jason Lum
Jessica Martin
Mark Maynard
Rebecca Miekley
Megan Miller
Samantha Munz
Ryan Murphy
Courtney Parks
Kelly Pearson
Rylie Powelson
Madilynn Reynoso

Jakob Schmall
Michelle Sears
Christina Shimoda
Chryistian Smith
Sydney Steinbeck
Torrey Stouder-Studenmund
Khoa Vo
Aspen Waddle
Lauren Wade
Shiloh Wallack
Erika Wiese
Elan Zora
Jason Zuehlke
TAU SIGMA

Tau Sigma is a national academic honor society designed specifically to recognize and promote the academic excellence and involvement of transfer students. Tau Sigma was originally founded in 1999 at Auburn University in Alabama. San Diego State University’s chapter was established in August 2017. Students are invited for earning a 3.5 grade point average during their first term.

Wilton Abreu Rodrigues
Melanie Garcia Aguilera
Jose Miguel Alvarado
Javier Elias Arreola
Tiana Marie Barron-Wright
Rhea Jizelle Ciballos Bati
Aleigha Marie Binda
Christina Ann Bock
Jakebryan Bonifacio
Sidney Megan Brown
Kirstie Brooke Burgess
Gregory Patrick Carlos
Alek Andrew Casillas
Kyle David Continente
Samantha Merree Cook
Aleah Jhane Davenport Jarin
Julia Mari Devore
Mikayla Grace Devries
Rachel Dizon Elevado
Yasmin Ahmed Farah
Kacee Nicole Fay
Nathan Mccarthy Fogerson
Tannia Zulema Godinez
Alana Nicole Kikanani Godoy
Toby Hanjae Graves-Morris
Thalia Marguerite Hagopian
Kevin Hammarlund
Brayan Hernandez Angel
Ronald Darrell Hootman
Mary Louise Jones
Ledya Adil Aked Korial
Ethan Zachary Laub
Jesse Locklin
Bradley James Lomeli
Catherine Bahaareh Makeh-Vandian
Jacob Charles Dillion McDermott
Alice Melz
Adelaida Mogrovejo Mogrovejo Chesire
Kaivan Ameen Mohsenzadeh
Jasmin Mariko Munoz
Kendall Lauren O’Connell
Brooke Nicole Orozco
Madison Kerber Pitts
Deva Reign
Jennifer Reyes Lopez
Erin Elizabeth Roberts
Benjamin Rhys Slater
Maryann Soriano
Christopher Michael Sterkenburg
Torrey Angel Stoudier-Studenmund
Lavina Zaya Tallo
Amber Trammell
Brianna Valencia Upshaw
Lindsay Michelle Vieira
Abigail Rose Wallace
Matthew D. Walters
Madeline Cherie Winder
Jacob Colin Wright
Gustavo C. Zavala
Charity Therese Slatnick
HENRY L. JANSSEN HONORS COUNCIL AWARD

The Henry L. Janssen Honors Council Award and scholarship is given each year to students who have been selected as members and actively participate in all five university-wide honor societies: Phi Eta Sigma, Golden Key International Honor Society, Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Beta Kappa, and Mortar Board National Honor Society.

Tuulia Candido
Megan Miller
Samantha Munz
Jakob Schmall
Michelle Sears
Chrystian Smith
Elan Zora
Academic Dress

Academic dress, also known as academic regalia, originated in Medieval European universities during the 14th century, when commencement ceremonies were associated with religious ordination. In observance of tradition, all participants in commencement ceremonies wear full academic regalia, consisting of a traditional black gown, hood and mortar board.

Bachelor’s and master’s gowns are plain, although sometimes worn with honor cords or stoles. The doctoral gown is trimmed down the front and around the sleeves with bands of velvet, either in black or a color associated with the graduate’s field of study. Sleeve styles also vary with the degree: pointed sleeves on the bachelor’s gown; short sleeves for the master’s; and round, full sleeves for the doctoral robe.

The standard cap worn with academic regalia is the mortar board in black. Graduates with a bachelor’s degree wear a red and black tassel to represent SDSU school colors and graduates with a master’s degree wear an all-black tassel. Doctoral graduates wear a tam with a gold tassel.

Postgraduate candidates wear hoods that fit around the neck in front and drape down over the robe in back. The hood lining displays the university colors of red and black. In addition, colored velvet edging on the hood corresponds to the graduate’s field of study. The doctoral hood is longer than the master’s hood, and trimmed with additional velvet panels.

The Gown

The typical academic gown is black, but some institutions choose colored gowns to signify certain colleges, universities or degrees. Bachelor’s and master’s gowns are plain, although sometimes worn with honor cords or stoles. The doctoral gown is trimmed down the front and around the sleeves with bands of velvet, either in black or a color associated with the graduate’s field of study. Sleeve styles also vary with the degree: pointed sleeves on the bachelor’s gown; short sleeves for the master’s; and round, full sleeves for the doctoral robe.

The Hood

Graduates holding master’s and doctoral degrees also typically wear a hood that fits around the neck in front and drapes down over the robe in back. The hood lining displays colors associated with particular schools. Chevrons in a second color indicate a dual emphasis, while colored velvet edging on the hood corresponds to the graduate’s field of study. The doctoral hood is longer than the master’s hood, and trimmed with additional velvet panels.

The Cap

The standard cap worn with academic regalia is the mortar board in black. Graduates with a bachelor’s degree wear a red and black tassel to represent SDSU school colors and graduates with a master’s degree wear an all-black tassel. Doctoral graduates wear a tam with a gold tassel.
Ceremonial Mace

The ceremonial mace, a symbol of university scholarship and integrity since the 11th century, is carried at the head of the academic procession at commencement and other special occasions to signify the importance of the event and the values of the university.

The university’s mace was designed and handcrafted for San Diego State University by Michael Rybicki, an alumnus of the Master of Fine Arts jewelry and metalsmithing program.

The mace takes the iconic image of Hepner Hall as its main inspiration. Hepner Hall stands at the historic heart of the campus, and its bell tower and arch are well-loved symbols of the university for students, alumni and the entire San Diego community. A stylized silhouette of the bell tower, made of four curved sheets of sterling silver, sits atop a silver bowl formed by the traditional skill of hand raising—a metalworking method dating back thousands of years. The sleek curves of the tower resting on the hand-hammered bowl represent the blending of SDSU’s proud history with its modern and forward-facing scholarship, research and community engagement. These sculptural elements sit atop a turned and carved walnut handle.

Presidential Medallion

The medallion worn by President Adela de la Torre at commencement was designed for her installation as the ninth president of San Diego State University on April 11, 2019. It was designed and created by Metalsmith graduate student Rex Arthur Ramos. The nine waves of the medallion represent the past and current nine presidents of SDSU, each bringing a new wave of leadership. The circular shape of the medallion symbolizes a globe while iconic Hepner Hall encompasses this shape, reinforcing SDSU’s global influence. SDSU is depicted at the very center of this globe on an abstract map of the local region. The inclusion of the border represents a university with many different cultures, while the coastal line signifies the nature that surrounds SDSU. The contemporary look of the medallion reflects a vision of the future for SDSU guided by President de la Torre.
Honorary Degrees Conferred by SDSU

1963 John F. Kennedy,  
Doctor of Laws
1966 Glenn T. Seaborg,  
Doctor of Laws
1968 Edwin O. Reischauer,  
Doctor of Laws
1996 Bernard Lipinsky,  
Doctor of Humane Letters
1996 Alvena Storm,  
Doctor of Humane Letters
1997 D. Bruce Johnstone,  
Doctor of Humane Letters
1997 Shimon Peres,  
Doctor of Laws
1998 Arthur Barron,  
Doctor of Humane Letters
1998 Arthur G. Linkletter,  
Doctor of Humane Letters
1998 Vahac Mardirosian,  
Doctor of Humane Letters
1999 Shirley Chisholm,  
Doctor of Humane Letters
1999 James D. Sinegal,  
Doctor of Humane Letters
2002 Miguel León Portilla,  
Doctor of Letters
2002 George Walker Smith,  
Doctor of Humane Letters
2002 Dwight E. Stanford,  
Doctor of Laws
2002 Claire Van Vliet,  
Doctor of Fine Arts
2003 John Baldessari,  
Doctor of Fine Arts
2003 Charles F. Bolden,  
Doctor of Science
2003 Sol Price,  
Doctor of Humane Letters
2004 Kathleen Kennedy,  
Doctor of Fine Arts
2005 Norman Brinker,  
Doctor of Humane Letters
2005 Andreas Brown,  
Doctor of Fine Arts
2005 Ron L. Fowler,  
Doctor of Humane Letters
2006 Irwin Jacobs,  
Doctor of Science
2006 Craig Noel,  
Doctor of Fine Arts
2007 Martha W. Longnecker,  
Doctor of Fine Arts
2007 Deborah Szekely,  
Doctor of Humane Letters
2007 Leon Lawson Williams,  
Doctor of Humane Letters
2008 Darlene V. Shiley,  
Doctor of Fine Arts
2009 Malin Burnham,  
Doctor of Humane Letters
2009 The Honorable Pete Wilson,  
Doctor of Laws
2010 Ambassador Charles W. Hostler,  
Doctor of Humane Letters
2010 Don Coryell,  
Doctor of Humane Letters
2011 Kazuo Inamori,  
Doctor of Science
2012 Leonard H. Lavin,  
Doctor of Humane Letters
2012 L. Robert Payne Payne,  
Doctor of Humane Letters
2013 Linda Lang,  
Doctor of Humane Letters
2013 The Honorable Jerry Sanders,  
Doctor of Humane Letters
2014 Patricia L. Roscoe,  
Doctor of Humane Letters
2014 Robert Price,  
Doctor of Humane Letters
2015 Conrad T. Prebys,  
Doctor of Humane Letters
2016 Susan Salka,  
Doctor of Humane Letters
2016 Irwin Zahn,  
Doctor of Humane Letters
2017 Harold Brown,  
Doctor of Humane Letters
2017 Jack McGrory,  
Doctor of Humane Letters
2017 Andrea Skorepa,  
Doctor of Humane Letters
2018 Harry Paul Cuero, Jr.,  
Doctor of Humane Letters
2019 Father Joe Carroll,  
Doctor of Humane Letters
2019 Ellen Ochoa,  
Doctor of Sciences
2019 Sally Roush,  
Doctor of Humane Letters
2019 Christopher Sickels,  
Doctor of Humane Letters
2020 Nicole Armanino Clay,  
Doctor of Humane Letters
2020 Massi Joseph E. Kiani,  
Doctor of Science
2020 Jessie J. Knight, Jr.,  
Doctor of Humane Letters
2021 Stephen P. Doyle,  
Doctor of Science
2021 Walter Francis Ekard,  
Doctor of Humane Letters
2021 José Padilla,  
Doctor of Laws
2021 Thuan Dinh Nguyen,  
Doctor of Humane Letters
COMMISSIONED GRADUATES

QUALIFIED FOR COMMISSION IN THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

Dylan Ames
Andrew Bittner
Anthony Cadena
EdRey Casamina
Diego Castanon
Marvin Elamparo
Jeremie Gonzales
Thomas Hancock
Jacob Hoppe
Collin Killins
Leslyn Nuevo
Devin Ramos
Daniel Schmitz
Tyler Shiver
Madelyn Toriano
Vincent Vaishville
Liam Weinfurtner
Delmar Woods

QUALIFIED FOR COMMISSION IN THE UNITED STATES SPACE FORCE

Brandon Hoang

QUALIFIED FOR COMMISSION IN THE UNITED STATES NAVY

Justine Bartolome
Randy Bautista
Hector Cea Navas
Daniel Koopmans
Anjanette Natividad
Corey Sizemore

QUALIFIED FOR COMMISSION IN THE UNITED STATES MARINES

Kadesh Armstrong
Elizabeth Chavez
Max Drew
Matthew Leonard
Serge Ouedraogo
Fabio Perez
Joseph Quintana
IN MEMORIAM

San Diego State University honors the memories of our students we have lost over the last two years, as well as the countless lives that have been lost due to the pandemic.

Angela Brawner
Marchelle Crumes
Grant Daley
Dallas Freitas
Michael John Green
Rebecca Herbig
Dylan Hernandez
Noah Hytken
Nicholas Isales
Eddy Lopez
Catherine Ma
Mustafa Mohammad
Issa Munoz
Noah Najbert
Lilliana Purvia
Eliesel Rivera
Andrew Roberts
Hilda Giselle Sanchez
Benjamin Whittier

IN TRIBUTE

San Diego State University pays tribute to those students who put their education on hold to serve in the U.S. Armed Forces and honors the memory of those whose lives were lost.
Leave Your Legacy
Make a difference

This is your opportunity to make a $10 donation to your Class of 2021 Scholarship and leave your legacy. Donate today to receive your distinguished legacy cord.

Join thousands of your fellow students and give back to the future generations.

Donate $10 online:
SDSUALUMNI.ORG/2021LEGACY